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Introduction
Low levels of total cholesterol (TC) and albumin
may be associated with excess mortality in insurance applicants.1,2 Diseases or conditions potentially
responsible for both findings include cirrhosis, poor
nutrition, inflammatory conditions, advanced malignancy and congestive heart failure, all of which may
be symptomatically silent or at least unknown to the
underwriter. Low TC may also be caused by aggressive
lipid therapy for cardiovascular disease. But low TC
may also simply be the result of favorable heredity
and low albumin the result of 2nd or 3rd trimester
pregnancy, neither of which has excess risk. The
degree of risk can be better defined by review of demographic, medical history, physical measurements
and other laboratory results, but some risk may potentially remain even if such review is unremarkable.
We conducted a study to determine what low levels of
total TC or albumin suggest that further underwriting review is needed, and what low levels suggest
increased risk even if no other findings are apparent
after review.
How the Study Was Done
Applicants tested at CRL from 1991 to 2007 with
both blood chemistry and urine cotinine results were
matched to the Social Security Death Master File
to obtain vital status in September 2011, and then
were de-identified prior to the study. This provided
7,582,518 applicants with 144,725 deaths. We performed a survival analysis utilizing Cox regression
(IBM SPSS 22) splitting applicants by sex and by
age 20-59 and 60-89, with age and smoking status
(cotinine ≥200 ng/mL) included as covariates. Relative mortality curves by TC or albumin levels were
constructed for all applicants and for only those
applicants who had unremarkable values for other
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Executive Summary Total cholesterol (TC) ≤130
mg/dL for women and ≤140 mg/dL for men was
present in a small percentage of life insurance
applicants and identified substantially increased
mortality risk. For albumin, the comparable low
values were ≤3.9 g/dL for women and ≤4.1 g/
dL for men. Still lower cut-off levels of TC and
albumin were also identified where risk remained
even if other laboratory studies, BP and build
were unremarkable.
tests, BP and build. “Unremarkable” was defined by
an overall lab score (CRL Smart Score) <50, which
includes the 71% of applicants with the lowest mortality risk based on lab results, BP and build.
What the Study Found
Figures 1 and 2 (page 66) show relative mortality for
men age <60 and 60+ based on TC level, with those
having values ≥211 mg/dL comprising the reference
band. Relative mortality increased by >25% at TC
values ≤140 mg/dL (3.8% of all men in the study).
Based on the pool when the composite of other test
results, build and BP was unremarkable, relative risk
increased >25% when total TC was ≤120 mg/dL (0.5%
of all men in the study).
Figures 3 and 4 (page 67) show comparable findings
for women based on total TC. Relative mortality is
increased by >25% at values ≤130 mg/dL (2.1% of
all women in the study). Based on the pool when the
composite of other test results, build and BP was
unremarkable, risk increased >25% when total TC
reached ≤120 mg/dL for age <60 (0.6% of all younger
women in the study), but showed little increase in
risk at older ages.
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Figure 1. Mortality ratio by TC level for men age <60

Figure 2. Mortality ratio by TC level for men age 60+

Figures 5 and 6 (page 68) show relative mortality for
men age <60 and 60+ based on albumin level, with
those having values >4.2 g/dL comprising the reference band. Relative mortality increased by >25% at
values ≤4.1 g/dL (7% of all men age <60 in the study
and 23% of age 60+). Based on the pool when the
composite of other test results, build and BP was
unremarkable, risk increased >50% when albumin
was ≤3.9 g/dL (0.3% all men age <60 in the study
and 1.7% of men age 60+).
Figures 7 and 8 (page 69) show comparable albumin
findings for women. Relative mortality increased by
>50% at values ≤3.9 g/dL (7% of all women in the
study). Based on the pool when the composite of
other test results, build and BP was unremarkable,
risk increased >25% when albumin fell to ≤3.7 g/dL
(1.7% all women age <60 in the study [many being
pregnant, at low risk not requiring further evaluation]
and 0.75% of women age 60+).
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What Do the Study Results Contribute to Risk
Assessment?
The results indicate the point where mortality risk
begins to increase for low albumin and TC (see blue
line in figures) and where that risk exceeds 125% (see
text and figures) regardless of other laboratory or
physical measurement findings. This data suggests
points where additional underwriting review may be
needed, and identifies, by age and sex, the percentage of applicants impacted. Some applicants, such as
pregnant women (low albumin but not low TC) can
quickly be excluded from further review.
The results also indicate potential points where
underwriting action may be needed, even when additional review of laboratory and physical measurements is unremarkable (see red line in figures for total
cholesterol and purple line in figures for albumin).
The percentage of applicants impacted at specific
cut-off values is provided in the text of the results
section; knowing this as well as relative risk is needed
in implementing such action.
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Figure 3. Mortality ratio by TC level for women age <60

Figure 4. Mortality ratio by TC level for women age 60+
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Figure 5. Mortality ratio by albumin level for men age <60

Figure 6. Mortality ratio by albumin level for men age 60+
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Figure 7. Mortality ratio by albumin level for women age <60

Figure 8. Mortality ratio by albumin level for women age 60+
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